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For The Very First Time 

  

 The practice of generosity describes the Christian’s unselfish willingness to give in 

order to make a positive difference for the purposes of Christ.  Abundant generosity 

describes practices of sharing and giving that exceed expectations and extend to 

unexpected measures.   

 In the novel Cold Mountain, there is a minor character, a fiddler, whose life is 

changed after he plays for a young girl who is dying.  As the fiddler plays the girl’s 

suffering is eased.  She keeps asking for another and another.  But the fiddler only 

knows six songs and tells her so.  She says “That’s rather pitiful.   What kind of a fiddler 

are you?”  

 The encounter changes the fiddler-- “Time and time again during the walk back to 

camp the fiddler stopped and looked at his fiddle as if for the very first time.  He had 

never before thought of trying to improve his playing, but now it seemed worthwhile to 

go for every tune  .  .  .  Thereafter, he never tired of trying to improve his playing, and he 

went into taverns of every kind to study the sounds and methods of other musicians .  .  .  

His playing became as easy as a man drawing breath, yet with utter conviction in its 

centrality to a life worth claiming.”  When the fiddler discovered the gift he had been 

given, and the power of that gift to influence the world for good, he was changed. 

 We find something similar through the practice of abundant generosity.  Giving 

causes life.  Before, our giving may have been arbitrary, perfunctory, haphazard, a little 

here and there.  But when we discover the great difference abundant generosity makes 

and place it in service to God, we look at giving differently.  We look at our giving, and 

see it as if for the very first time, and seek to improve our generosity at every turn until 

it becomes as easy as drawing breath. 

 


